HOW OUR REQUEST
PROCESS WORKS
…and how we ensure
creativity, quality and
control
Project Development
With a huge database of descriptions,
texts, photos, templates and rates
(including supplier details from all over
Russia) we change and tailor-make each
specific request. This means that the initial
offer can be provided quickly and linked to
reservation and supplier details instantly!

The Actual Offer
We offer a variety of formats such as word, pdf, excel, web-links, etc. Our different layouts are sent with HD
photos, scenarios, technical descriptions, grid format, itemized costs or power-point formats. All items are
linked to actual websites as well as to map location of each to ensure additional facts and planning the
logistics.

ON-LINE: By signing in on our
website with a unique login and
password you can alter the
program on-line to find
alternative items not offered.
Options available are changing
currency, move, add or delete
items, change the groups seize
analyzing the effect of the total
cost.
Alternatively, choose one
“Sample Program” from our
website to get an idea of
creativity and costs (modified as
of above) and submit through our
system with your comments…

Internal work and administration
Our Business Management System means a secure, consistent
single-inventory and database procedure. The information is
stored and accessible for any team member, with control over
reservations, costs, vouchers, invoicing and supplier deadlines.
This ensures our capability of utilizing different cost models,
providing quick alterations and modifications as all items are
linked to specific suppliers. By system monitoring of the time
utilized for each specific project we can offer staff related cost as
an alternative pricing model.

Operations
The system provides reports and information utilized securing a
smoth operations such as; guide-, hostess- or staff instruction
(with references and phone numbers to suppliers), operational
schedules by time, specific pre-check information selected for
various segments or suppliers. In huge operations specific transfer
or arrival manifest can be generated as well as individualized
registration of partial participation.

Final invoicing
As everything is recorder and updated continuously either directly or from remote locations during
operation, the final billing can be provided and constantly monitored and reported.

It’s all about
PEOPLE
COMMUNCIATION
& Technology

